Permanon Supershine Application Instructions
1. CLEAN: It’s essential that the surface to be protected with Permanon be clean. Do not
use cleaners that contain brighteners, waxes, polymers, or other surface products that
leave a residue. Permanon works best on smooth clean surfaces.
2. MIX: Shake the Permanon concentrate well. Mix* the Permanon concentrate with water

at a ratio of twenty parts water to one part Permanon for a 5% solution. If you are using

a 16oz JetShine spray bottle fill the bottle to the Permanon line with Permanon and then
fill to the top with water.

3. MIST: The surface should not be hot. Apply Permanon using a “fine mist” spray. Using
too much Permanon will not harm the surface; it will just be a waste of product.
Permanon can be applied to a wet or dry surface.
4. DRY: Wipe off the mist with a clean micro-fiber towel OR just hose off and then dry. No
buffing is required. Ideally Permanon should not be allowed to dry on a surface. Spray
only as much as you can dry with a towel or rinse before the Permanon dries.
Notes:
When stored properly, out of direct sunlight at room temperature (above freezing and below
105°F) Permanon concentrate has a shelf life of approximately two years before it gradually
starts to lose some of its effectiveness.
*Permanon mixed with tap water has a shelf life of approximately three weeks. Permanon
mixed with distilled water has a shelf life of approximately three months. We recommend
mixing only the amount that you will use in that timeframe.
Keep out of the reach of you children. Should you get Permanon in your eyes flush them
with cold water.
Permanon can be used on any solid surface, so try the mixed solution on glass doors, mirrors,
lawnmowers, appliances, and much more.
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